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In order to find your top talent, you have to compare your candidates to the best in class. Results on our assessments are 
compared to a large norm group of recruitment industry professionals and hand-picked top performers.

The industry-specific assessment compares Olivia to how experienced industry professionals perform everyday tasks 
and challenges. It focuses on the core dimensions - empathy, focus, result orientation and resilience – and abilities that 
Criterion have found to be the most universally defining amongst the industry’s top performers.

Detailed Results
This detailed breakdown of the four dimensions offers more insight into Olivia’s style of working in the recruitment 
industry. It’s great for comparing different candidates’ strengths and assessing the kind of support the candidate might 
need in order to become successful.  Please note that many top performers do not score high in all four dimensions.  
Thus the Top Performer index above is the best for assessing future potential. 
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Olivia’s performance on these assessments is slightly above the industry average, scoring within the top 20% of industry 
professionals. This indicates that she has a good chance of performing well in the role and may deal effectively with the 
tasks and challenges that come with it. Olivia’s score indicates she has a fairly good chance of becoming a top performer 
with good management and guidance.

Please find instructions on how to use and interpret this report, and how the assessment works here.  
For more information about the report or other tools please contact us here.
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